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Use of water saving devices in the home-particularly in bathrooms-is a 
direct and effective way to achieve significant urban water conservation. 
This bulletin reports on a study of the best and most cost effective ways to 
introduce such devices into homes. It is based on pilot projects conducted 
during the summer and fall of 1977 in six California communities of diverse 
characters and settings. 
The Department carried out the program under the authorization of Assembly 
Bill 380 (Chapter 28. Statutes of 1977) by Assemblyman Eugene Gualco. chair-
man of the Assembly Committee on Water. Parks and Wildlife. The bill. an 
urgency measure, was signed into law by Governor Edmund G. Brown Jr. on 
April 6. 1977. 
Although the research purposes of the project were paramount the program 
overall was a cost effective and successful water saving effort in a time of 
severe drought. Despite the success of this program, it should be kept in mind 
that installing water saving devices is only one phase of a successful urban 
residential water conservation program. Longer-term benefits will come from 
changes in building code standards that require built-in conservation features 
in homes. from standards for more efficient water-using appliances. and finally 
from development of conservation awareness on the part of the general public. 
The lessons learned in the studies described in this report will be of value to 
water suppliers and citizen groups interested in water conservation. I urge all 
California water suppliers who have not already done so to adopt aggressive 
water conservation programs. and commend this report to them as a valuable 
source of information. 
RONALD B. ROBIE, Director 
Department of Water Resources 
The Resources Agency 
State of California 
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After 
with the Eugene ualco, 
chairman of the California Assembly Committee on 
Water, and Wildl introduced 
lation. This legislation directed that a be 
conducted which would include at least three com-
munities of varying water supply conditions. It also 
specified that devices be free in some pilot studies 
and offered for sale in others. 
The Legislature enacted Assemblyman Gualco's 
biii-AB 380 (Chapter 28, Statutes 1977)-and Gover-
nor Edmund G. Brown Jr. signed it into law on April 
6. 1977. The measure appropriated $600,000 for the 
pilot program and specified that DWR obtain local 
participation for at least 10 percent of the cost of the 
studies. In addition to the money provided by AB 380, 
DWR allocated $100.000 to the project and the Cali-
fornia Energy Commission contributed $50.000. 
Program Goals 
The goals of the pilot program were: 
• To find out whether a significant amount of wa-
ter and energy could be saved by installing water 
saving devices in dwellings . 
• To determine which methods of distribution are 
most successful and cost effective. 
• To evaluate the relative merits of offering de-
vices free or selling them. and to determine 
which kinds of devices are most acceptable to 
the public. 
• To determine the feasibility of distributing water 
saving devices throughout the State. 
Pilot Area Selection 
Pilot areas were selected on the basis of commu-
nity type and water supply situations. 
DWR Director Ronald B. Robie chose these areas. 
listed with the project variables: 
San Diego Metropolitan Area. An urban area 
without critical water shortages and no rationing; 
devices were to be given away through these dis-
tribution methods: Mass. where kits were simply 
hung on door~nobs; door-to-door. where teams vi-
The described in this 
conducted 1n an atmosphere of 
awareness of the 1976-77 





one of the 
Inevitably the intense public consciousness 
of water shortages affected the results of the 
studies. even in areas where there were no im-
mediate supply problems. There is no doubt it 
greatly enhanced the willingness of the public 
to accept and use water saving devices. Indeed. 
the studies show many persons in the project 
areas began water saving practices even before 
the program began. 
As a result of this drought factor. it is uncer-
tain what the outcome of these projects would 
have been had they been conducted in normal 
times. Readers should use care in predicting 
overall results of other similar efforts. and 
should include in program designs greater em-
phasis on such factors as informing and educat-
ing the public as to the need for and benefits of 
water conservation. 
sited householders and left kits if the residents 
wanted them; and depot where kits could be 
picked up. 
Santa Cruz County. An urban and rural area 
with a water shortage and rationing in part of the 
county; devices were to be free. available at sev-
eral locations. and with free delivery and installa-
tion available by appointment 
City of Sanger. An agricultural community with 
no water shortage and no rationing; devices to be 
given away and delivered. but no installation serv-
ice. 
E! Dorado Irrigation District. A rural commu-
nity with severe water shortages and rationing; de-
vices to be sold at several locations. but without 
installation service. 
1 See Bulletin 198, Water Conservation in Ca!iforma, May 1976. Department of Water Resources; Proceedings, An Urban Water Conservation Conference. 
January 16-17, 1976. Department of Water Resources; and Proceedtngs, Agricultural Water Conservation Conference. June 23-24, 1976, Department of 
Water Resources and U.C. Cooperative Extension Service. 
of El An urban area without a 
water shortage, but with devices 
to be sold at various locations but no installation 
The vast of homes in the areas had 
water meters. of the areas are in Table 
1, and further details are in A F 
of this Bulletin. 
leak Detecting Dye Tablets 
submitted a corrosive 
which a person if swallowed.) 
In addition to health factors, bid 
specifications called for tablets to be easily and 
readily soluble in water. 
TABLE 1 
DESCRIPTION OF PILOT PROGRAMS 
Pilot Area Type of Number of Water Supply Method of Kit Freel Type of Promotion 
Community Households Condition Distribution Purchase Campaign 
San Diego Urban 370,000 No rationing Mass; door-to- Free Information 
Metropolitan Area door with per- post cards, 
sonal contact; paid ads, public 
depot relations 
activities 
Santa Cruz County Urban and 60,400 45 percent of Depot and home Free Public relations 
rural County had delivery with activities,home 
rationing or- free installation canvassing 
dinances to upon request 
achieve up to 
30 percent 
reduction 
City of Sanger Small 3,000 No rationing Home delivery Free Information 
cultural upon request post cards 
community 
El Dorado Irrigation Small ur- 13,300 Pricing struc- Depot Pur- Leaflets, paid 
District ban and ture and chase ads in news-
rural rationing ordi- papers, public 
nance de- relations activi-




City of El Segundo Urban 6,000 Water rationed. Mobile sales Pur- Paid ads in 
Ordinance de- depot chase newspapers, 
signed to mass mailing, 
achieve 10 per- newsletters 
cent reduction 
Community of Oak Park Small 753 No rationing Free installa- Free Public relations 
suburban tion service activities 
2 
vices. 
The shower testing facility was enclosed with plastic on three sides and a heavy gauge plastic trough on 
the bottom. It was constructed to recirculate water from the catch basin to two 55 gallon drums for reuse. 
A direct reading flow meter and a pressure gauge were mounted on each of the six shower arms. 
3 
Many kinds of devices are available to help save water in toilets and showers. Dams, bottles, and bags 
reduce the amount of water used to flush a toilet; special shower heads and restrictors reduce shower flow. 
The Department of Water Resources tested 131 devices and selected 111 (13 are shown here) for use in the 
pilot program. 
TABLE 2 
CRITERIA USED FOR SELECTION OF TOILET DEVICES 
1. DURABILITY 
2. AMOUNT OF WATER SAVED 
3. WHETHER OR NOT MAINTENANCE OF DEVICE IS REQUIRED 
4. APPLICABLE TO WIDELY USED TYPES OF FIXTURES 
5. ADEQUACY OF INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
6. COST OF DEVICE 
1. TIME REQUIRED TO INSTALL DEVICE 
8. EASE OF INSTALLATION BY CONSUMER 
9. WARRANTY 
CHANGE IN CONSUMER HABITS 
11. TOOLS REQUIRED FOR INSTALLATION 
12. MODIFICATION TO EXISTING FIXTURES 
13. BULK 
14. WEIGHT 
15. COST EFFECTIVENESS 
5 




commingled with other federal, state, and local funds. 
The pilot study shall consist of, but shall not be limited to, the 
purchase, distribution, and installation, where appropriate, of water 
conservation deviCes which reduce shower and toilet consumption. 
These devices shall consist of, but shall not be limited to, low flow 
showerheads or showerhead flow restrictors, and toilet tank 
displacement devices or other toilet tank flow reducing devices. The 
study shall include the evaluation of distribution methods where 
devices are distributed free and where individuals pay for the 
devices. In purchasing devices, the request for bids shall not specify 
any particular type of toilet or shower device. Upon receipt of bids, 
the department shall select one or more bids based upon unit price, 
effectiveness in conserving water, ease of installation, durability, 
cost-effectiveness, useful life, applicability to widely used bathroom 
fixtures, and effect on operation of other household water using 
devices. The department shall assess the effectiveness of installed 
devices in reducing water and energy consumption, including 
devices which have been installed by consumers in their own 
residences. 
The pilot study shall be undertaken in at least three communities, 
selected by the Director of Water Resources, which have varying 
water supply conditions. The department shall obtain local 
participation of at least 10 percent the cost of pilot study. The 
department shall a preliminary report on the results of the 
study to the on or before July 31, 1977, and a final 
on or before 31, 1977. 
SEC. 3. This act is an urgency statute necessary for the immediate 
of the public peace, health, or safety within the 
meaning of Article IV of the Constitution and shaH go into immediate 
The constituting such necess1t) 
Legislature finds and declares that 
increasing hardships and crises in many areas state. 
The further finds and declares that the economic, social, 
and environmental consequences of the drought may be significantly 
alleviated by a statewide water conservation program which could 
np1erne1ntE~a by the cities and local 
if this pilot is to 
to implement the conservation 




The six pilot studies gave these answers to key questions about home water conservation projects: 
What Is The Best Way to Distribute 
Devices? 
• In San Diego. the most cost effective way 
(the most savings per program dollar) was to 
hang free device kits on each doorknob. The 
depot method. in which residents could 
• 
up free devices. was a close second in cost 
effectiveness. However. the depot method in-
cluded a substantial amount of free labor that 
-if included-would have made 
much less 
.. Free devices and free installation 
each household resulted in the 
lute installation rate. at much 
per household than other methods. 
How Well Were 
.. Overall. devices were well received. 
ing the results of the best device 
best method mass 
a 35 percent installation rate can be 
expected for toilet devices and a 10 percent 
rate for shower restrictors. given similar atti-
tudes and conditions . 
install were those 
.. Most devices installed were 
.. 
.. 
and most householders 




from installed in 
5.2 cubic hectometres 
reductions in 
in the pilot 
barrels of oil worth 
DEVICE DISTRIBUTION 
Devices: Free or For Sale? 
To test the argument that charging for water sav-
ing devices might result in installation rates, 
devices were sold in two of six study areas-EI 
I District (EID) and the City of El 
Segundo. 
The answer was all the 
households in a test area-more devices were in-
stalled when they are free than when sold. Even 
though were more likely to install devices 
than those who got them free, the much smaller per-
centage who would buy devices made these pro-
grams less successful. 
which was severely 




took showers or 
a and most of the rest 
In Sanger, 61 percent said 
or almost always. 
water use mostly through changes in water use hab-
its. Monitoring will continue to see if these practices 
are maintained. 
In contrast to the results in the for-sale test areas. 
in the free San Diego mass distribution area, 53 per-
cent of the householders who were given toilet dams 
nstalled them, and 23 shower de-
vices put them in. 
If the mass distribution method had reached all 
households in the test area, those percentages 
would lso have been the installation 
rates for the area as a whole-a much higher rate 
than in the two areas where devices were offered for 
sale. 
used tubs 
residents who had 
less among those who did not devices but 
lower among those who did not were 
The logistics of a large-scale water conservation program 
are immense. The 180,000 water-saving kits distributed in 
San Diego were stored at a central warehouse and trucked 
to various depots and distribution points as needed. 
hours, the strong community spirit and the support 
of the active Oak Park community association. 
Measurements of waste water show a 23-percent 
decrease in water use inside the homes in Oak Park 
as a result of the program. Monitoring will continue 
to determine the long term water use reductions. 
San Diego Distribution 
The San Diego study, 
cent of the households in all six areas. was 
designed to evaluate three methods of distribution 
determine the most effective way of devices 
installed. 
The mass distribution method. which kits were 
hung on front doorknobs of an area, resulted in the 
highest savings of water and energy per area 
dent. It was also the most effective method when 
benefits are compared to costs. 
The depot method, where residents could up 
kits at a variety of neighborhood locations, was near-
ly as cost effective as the mass distribution method. 
But it was only 75 percent as effective as the mass 
method in per-household water savings, and 89 per-
cent as effective in per-household energy savings. 
The third method-where teams went door-to-
door to hand out kits to residents-was the least 
effective in terms of benefits compared to costs, and 
also in household savings in energy. The per-
household water savings were 74 percent of the sav-
ings in the mass distribution area. and per-household 
energy savings were 72 percent of those in the mass 
area. 
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The teams did not leave kits if householders were 
not at home. If they had, the distribution rate and 
effectiveness of this method would have been much 
higher. 
A wide variety of volunteer groups from service 
clubs, youth and environmental groups, and other 
organizations worked in the door-to-door and depot 
distribution in San Diego. The value of their labor and 
that of the California Conservation Corpsmembers, 
who were paid from other sources, was not included 
in the cost calculations for these methods. If these 
costs had been included, both depot and door-to-
door would have been far less effective than the 
mass method, where delivery costs were paid for 
from the. program and included in the benefit-cost 
calculations. 
How Many Toilets and Showers Per 
House? 
In the San Diego area. surveys revealed an 
average of 1.6 toilets and 1.3 showers per 
household. Other study area results on this 
question were El Dorado Irrigation District. 1.7 
toilets, 1.3 showers; Sanger, 1.4 toilets. 1.1 show-
ers; Santa Cruz, 1.6 toilets, 1.2 showers; and El 
Segundo, 1.64 toilets, 1.3 showers. 
Kits were distributed in various ways, including by volun-
teer workers such as boy scouts. Each of the large plastic 
bags shown in the photo contained 50 kits. Each kit con-
tained a toilet device, devices for two showers, dye tablets, 
order forms, installation instructions, and conservation in-
formation. 
One of every five kits in San Diego included a set of bulky 
plastic bottles, which complicated storage and distribution, 
DISTRIBUTION METHODS 
Who Installs-Male or Female? 
Householders installing toilet water conser-
vation devices were much more likely to be 
male than female, although the ratio depended 
on the type of device. 
In San Diego, about 91 percent of the install-
ers of float adjusting devices-considered to be 
the most complex to put in-were male. The 
highest percentage of female installers-23 per-
cent-put in plastic displacement bags. 
Devices were distributed in various ways in the six pilot 
areas. In San Diego three methods-mass. depot. and door-
to-door-were tested for effectiveness under controlled con-
ditions. 
MASS DISTRIBUTION-Workers hung kits on front 
doorknobs without talking to residents. This method was 
the most successful in saving water and energy. and was 
also the most cost effective-it gave the greatest return per 
doliar spent. 
DEPOT DISTRIBUTION-Depots were established in a va-
riety of neighborhood locations such as shopping centers 
and fire stations. Householders could easily stop by, get pro-
gram information, and pick up kits. 
This was the second most effective method of the three 
used in San Diego. Overall costs' were about the same as in 
the mass method, but the percentage of persons in the test 
area installing devices was lower. 
DOOR-TO-DOOR-Workers called at each home, ex-
plained the program, asked the resident to participate and-
if desired-left a kit. This was a time-consuming and expen-
sive method, and was the least effective in terms of water 
and energy saved per dollar invested. 
'All costs for mass area were paid by program; in both depot and door-to-
door methods free labor was not included in cost calculations. 
TOILET DEVICES 
Toilet devices were installed more often than shower de-
vices, probably because shower installations required more 
effort. Of toilet devices tested, dams w.ere most frequently 
installed, saved the most water, and returned most benefits 
per dollar than other types. 
Bottles and Bags (Displacement Devices) 
Bottles or bags displace their own volume in water, de-
creasing the amount flushed. 
The Big Dipper 
This device is a bracket that lowers the float ball, which 
in turn lowers the water level in the tank. 
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Toilet Dams 
Dams are flexible panels that seal around three edges and 
hold back water when the toilet is flushed. 
Of the more-acceptable toilet devices, dams saved the 
most water and proved to be the "best buy." 
SAVING 
of shower flow 
householder 





























(Energy savings were computed from San 
Diego project results. Costs for energy depend 
on area. amount used, and other factors.) 
Shower Devices 
Three types of shower devices were used: Low-flow 







More than 500.000 and shower devices were 
distributed in the six areas. Most of those were 
in San the of the test areas. It was 
found that 67 of those in San who 
received toilet dams best device in terms of 
both ease of installation and amount of water saved) 
put them in their toilets. The most de-
vice to install-a toilet float 45 
of those who re>r'OO\!C 
cent of those who received 
stalled them, and 57 
d installed those. 
The overall shower flow restrictor installation rate 
in Sa was about 13 The restrictor 
installation rate did not vary with the 
of toilet device received. 
will 
determ how many are left in 
basis, and also to monitor the 
the toilet and shower 
Toilet Devices More Popular 
Householders overall in the test area were about 
1.7 times as likely to install toilet devices as shower 
devices. and even more when toilet devices are 
the dams. In San Diego mass distri-
bution area. for 
2.3 times more 
device. These results 
installation is very 
the installation of dams was 
than installation of a 
that ease of 
shower devices more effort to install than do 






the mass area, 48 
door-to-door area, and 51 
used them in the area. OveralL about 7 
of those who received kits found leaks with the tab-




An 18-month program to monitor more precisely the energy and water savings that can result 
from use of low flow showers and toilet flush reducing devices began in March 1978. 
This DWR experiment is being conducted in 33 rooms of a San Francisco motel. Objectives 
of the study, which will be reported on later, are to: 
• Test the conclusion reached in the pilot studies that persons do not shower longer when 
using low flow shower devices . 
• Test effectiveness of various types of toilet devices . 
• Measure energy and water savings of the various shower and toilet devices used in the test 
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Figure 3. 
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Figure 4. 
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Figure 5. 
PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE OF DEVICES 
DEVICES WORK 
EFFECTIVELY 
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NOTE- DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR SANTA CRUZ AND OAK PARK 
*PERCENT BASED ON HOUSEHOLDS INSTALLING DEVICES 
SHOWERS 
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WATER AND ENERGY SAVED IN PILOT AREAS 
Saving Water Saves Energy 
Energy savings as a result of water conserva-
tion reported in th is bulletin are mostly (97 per-
cent) from reduced energy requ irements for 
heating water for showers. The other three per-
cent includes local treatment and delivery 
costs. Not included are energy costs for long-
range water delivery. such as pump operation. 
Water Saved programs. while other savings may have been from 
general drought awareness. 
Devices installed in the six pilot areas are saving 
about 5.2 cubic hectometres (4.200 acre-feet) of wa-
ter each year- enough to serve about 25.000 persons 
per year. 
Energy Saved 
The devices installed in the pilot areas are saving 
energy equivalent to about 76.000 barrels of oil per 
year. mostly from reduced water heating for show-
ers. The savings are enough to meet energy needs of 
about 3.200 homes per year. 
Additional Savings 
Surveys showed that most residents in the pilot 
areas said they were also saving water in other ways. 
Some of this may have been a spinoff from the pilot 
Benefits And Costs 
Device use in the pilot areas is saving water worth 
more than $400.000 per year; the energy savings are 
worth more than $1 million at current prices. The 
total annual benefits from the six programs is $1,586.-
000. 
The total State and local program cost is estimated 
to be $1.337,800* Using a six percent interest rate and 
a five-year functional life for the devices. the annual 
cost is $317.594. The overall benefit to cost ratio is 
five to one-a five dollar return for each dollar invest-
ed. 
• Final costs w1ll not be known until program accounting IS comple 'ed. 
Water and Energy Saved 
18 
Water savings in pilot areas were calculated from program fi ndings of installation rates. 
numbers planning to leave devices installed. partial versus complete retrof itting, household 
occupancy rates. and device performance as determined by tests. 
It was assumed that each person flushes a toilet an average of f1ve times a day. showers on 
the average twice tn three days and for six minutes per shower at an 11.4 litre (3 gallon) per 
minute ra te. 
More information on procedures is in Append ix A of th is bulletin. 
Figure 6. 
















TOTAL ANNUAL SAVINGS 
TOILET 2 .3 hm3 ( 1,900AF/ 
SHOWER 2.9 hm3 (2,JOOAFJ -------
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ANNUAL ENERGY SAVINGS IN PILOT AREAS 
57,300 
TOTAL ANNUAL SAVINGS 
76,400 BARRELS OF OIL 
97% OF SAVINGS ARE FROM 





500 825 175 
SAN DIEGO SANTA CRUZ SANGER ELDORADO EL SEGUNDO OAK PARK 
PILOT AREAS 
THEORETICAL STATEWIDE PROGRAM 
A theoretical study was made of what might hap-
pen if water conservation devices were distributed 
statewide. using the most effective devices (toilet 
dams and shower flow restrictors) and best distribu-
tion method (mass) used in San Diego. 
Because a keystone of this study was the response 
of San Diego residents to the conservation program 
quring the severe 1976-77 drought. the projections 
may not apply in times of normal water supplies. 
Study Findings 
The study. described in more detail in Appendix A 
showed: 
• About 35 percent of California householders 
would install toilet dams and about 10 percent 
would install shower flow restrictors. 
• Annual water savings would be about 110 cubic 
hectometres (90.000 acre-feet) . enough for 195.-
000 households for a year. 
• Annual energy savings would be equal to 822.000 
barrels of oil. enough to meet the energy needs 
of about 34.000 homes per year. 
• Cost of a statewide program built upon lessons 
learned in the pilot study would be about $15 
million. Benefits from water and energy saved 
would pay that off in less than a year. 
• Other savings would probably come from 
changes in water use habits because of in-
creased awareness generated by a statewide 
program. 
Program Assumptions 
The projections were based on the assumption 
that kits would be given to 67 percent of the 
households in the State. the same level achieved in 
the San Diego mass distribution area. This could 
probably be improved in a future program with more 
careful monitoring of the distribution . If so. the pro-
jected installation rates would rise correspondingly. 
The study took into account such factors as proba-
bility of changing water use habits. home ownership 
versus renting. and attitudes toward the drought. It 
was assumed the statewide response to the program 
would be similar to that shown by San Diegans. tak-
ing into consideration State averages in income. 
numbers of persons per household. characteristics of 
householder age and income. and age of dwellings. 
Because of the "drought effect" mentioned ear-
lier. a statewide program conducted in years of nor-
mal water supply would probably require increased 
emphasis on advertising and other means of generat-
ing public interest in water conservation to achieve 
the projected results. 
The display on the following pages shows what 
would happen if 100 percent of the state's 
households saved water in toilets and showers. 
21 
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Wha if ••• everyone used 
CALIFORNIANS WOULD SAVE 900 CUBIC HECTOMETRES 
O F WATER A YEAR, ENOUGH FOR: 
The water needs of 4,300,000 
persons for one year, or 
Enough water for 13 billion showers 
with flow restrictors, or enough 
for each Californian to shower 
nearly 600 times, or 
Water to irrigate 1 100 square 
kilometres (270,000 acres) of 
orange trees that would produce 
2.5 million tonnes of oranges, or 
Water to irrigate 970 square 
kilometres (240,000 acres) of 
tomatoes that would produce 
2.5 million tonnes of produce. 
Figure 8. 
shower attd toilet devices ? 
CALIFORNIANS WOULD SAVE ENERGY EQUIVALENT TO 
11 MILLION BARRELS OF OIL A YEAR, ENOUGH FOR 
The total energy needs of 
460,000 homes for a year, 
or: 
The electricity needed to light 7,710,000 Q 
100 watt bulbs for year, or w 
The gasoline required to drive 
an average car 17 billion 
kilometres, or around the 




'11 TV AND RADIO CAMPAIGN 
The Department of Water Resources released eight 
30-second television public serv ice announcements 
IPSA's} during 1977, urging people to conserve water. 
This was part of a long-range media program begun 
in 1976. The program is designed to help change 
attitudes and personal habits, so that water conser-
vatio will become a permanent part of people' s l ives. 
Radio announcements, based upon this material, were 
also distributed to stations throughout the state. 
The radio and TV announcements were released in 
both English and Spanish-language versions. 
SAMPLINGS OF THE 1977 PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS ARE SHOWN BELOW: 
WATER BURGLAR 
Figure 9. 
As water constantly drips from a faucet, the narrator 
explains:'"' • . . small leaks add up to big losses ••. " 
Water Waste is portrayed as a burglar steal ing water, 
ass1sted by: " . .. dripping faucets, . .. leaking 
fixtures . •• wasteful habits .•. wasteful people •.• " 
DRY STATE 
With a map of the state as a background, water drains 
from the screen : " .. . there's only so much water in 
California. There ' s enough to use, but not enough to 
waste. 
IT'S RAINING AGAIN 
Scenes of winter rains and flashbacks of drought-
stricken reservoirs rem ind people to save water 
year-around : ' ' • . . our reservoirs and groundwater 
basins were the lowest they had ever been . .• 
save water-- even when i t's raining ••• " 
with toilet dams were 
to make the toilets 
ers bout proper of the dams. In some 
cases-inefficient or low-volume toilets-dams 
not be to 
in 
and water in 
to the issue 
then 
L E 
when the devices will be distributed in 
of service television 
announcements used in 1977 are shown in this sec-
tion. Householders should then to install 
devices of methods-
news announcements. civic 





the distribution campaign should be fol-
a contin educational 
Programs 
distribution program an excel-
for concurrent in-school education 
about water conservation. A curricular program built 
around water awareness materials as those 
offered in the cooperative program) will 
have effects on the student and will 
also affect the students' families. 
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Good Timing Vital 
Programs should be planned to take place when 
most householders can be reached. The September-
October period is good in most of California because 
school is session (allowing educational program 
tie-ins) and the season-which may lower 
motivation-has not yet begun. In agricultural com-
munities crop harvesting seasons should be avoided. 
Flexibility In Distribution A Must 
If the depot method is used, staffing and hours of 
operations should be adjusted according to public 
response to reach as many householders as possible. 
Mobile distribution centers travelling to concentra-
tions of persons (such as shopping centers) are also 
useful in generating interest in the program. 
Good Devices Are Effective Conservation 
Promoters 
Not only do water-saving devices save water di-
rectly, they help promote water conservation aware-
ness in other areas of use. Because of this 
relationship. it is that the devices work 
well. A device that does not work may discourage 
persons from other forms of water conservation. 







Key points include allowing adequate lead times 
for device testing, selection. purchase, delivery, and 
-if needed-assembly into kits. Consideration 
should be given to use of professional kit assemblers 
and door-to-door distributors. Adequate and secure 
storage space must be ava and in all cases it is 
well to have materials in hand before the pro-
gram begins. Plenty of lead time should also be al-
lowed for ordering additional supplies once the 
program has begun. In the pilot studies it was found 
many vendors were unable to deliver materials on as 
short a notice as they originally said they could. 
A public relations person should be assigned well 
in advance of device distribution to help design and 
execute the public awareness program. 
Program Staff Training Vital 
Members of the program staff-particularly those 
who will deal directly with the public-should be 
trained in areas of water conservation, the details of 
the distribution program. and human relations. 
Where installation service is provided. special train-
for two-person teams should be developed. 
Entrust Local Agencies With Management 
Because of their better understanding of local con-
ditions, attitudes and geography, local agencies 
motivated toward water conservation can best man-
age distribution programs. 








For example. in San one resident called 
the hotline number to that 
he'd placed the tablet to detect 
toilet tank leaks) his shower head with 
a flow reducer. Worked he Blue 
shower. 
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THERMAL SHOCK STUDIES 
a 
water on or off elsewhere in a home can often cause sudden changes in shower water temperature, 
known as thermal shock. 
Normally this effect is an annoyance, but serious burns can result if shower temperatures become too 
high. The of burn is related to temperature and length of exposure. 1 Water temperatures of more than 
45°C ( 113°F) are considered dangerous. Five seconds exposure to water temperature greater than 60°C ( 140.F) 
can cause serious skin burns. 2 (The time-temperature relationship is shown in Figure 10.) 
In addition to the danger of scalding, thermal shock can be a hazard if the shower temperature changes 
suddenly to hot or cold, causing persons to react suddenly and slip or grab the faucet handle. 
As part of the AB 380 pilot project the Department attempted to determine if-and how-the use of shower 
flow restrictors or low flow shower heads can increase the amount of thermal shock and whether this could 
be a danger to the public. 
The investigation included direct measurements of the effects of restriction of shower flows in 40 Sacra-
mento area homes, and interviews with a sample of restrictor users in the San Diego project area. 
The results are inconclusive and in some respects appear contradictory. However, they do indicate that 
increasing the restriction to flow at the shower head-either through use of restrictors or low flow shower 
heads-can create or increase thermal shock and cause potential hazards. 
Results of DWR 40-Home Study 
Measurements of fluctuations of home shower wa-
ter occurred-were 
made in a by DWR of 40 homes in the Sacra-
area. Tests were made with and without res-
trictors, and were 
.. I 14 of the 40 homes shower 
could rise from a base of 38"C ( to more 
than 45"C when flows were restricted to 9.5 litres 
(2.5 gallons) per minute or less. Only three of 
those 14 homes showed rises above 45°C with-
out restrictors. 
.. Nine of the 14 homes that showed rises to more 
than 45°C were tested with the 11.4 litre (3 
ion per minute restrictor used in the San 
1 Hot Tap Water. A Significant but una•nnr.er:IH 
Kaplan. M.D .. et al.; paper delivered at 




Prevention of Hot 
paper published 
a~<!VarRr Scalds, by 
Treatment Skin Bank of Phoemx. 
with Dr. now director of Bum Unit. 
Bates Hospital. Berkeley. Calif. Dr. recommended the 45"C 
safety level because even long to that 
to cause burns. He also 
beiow 60"C as a general practice. 
project area. 3 Six of the nine showed rises above 
45°C with the higher flow restrictor. (In two 
cases the flow rate restrictor produced 
rises the low flow rate restrictor, but 
data are inconclusive because of the order 
the that the 
fallen off 
" Shower of the 14 homes 
showed rises to 54°C or more. In five of 
these cases maximum of 6o·c or 
more were recorded-well within the range of 
capable of causing serious skin 
burns. 
.. The of home plumbing sys-
such factors as pipe layout age . 
and makes it to predict 
which homes will show thermal shock effects. 
.. Use of flow restrictors does not always enhance 
the thermal shock effect where it exists. Some 
houses tested showed no marked changes in 
fluctuations with restrictors. 
3 Restrictor used was the Celcon plastic device by Water Save 
inc. Rated 1.4 litre flow is at 310 (45 pounds per square 
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Results of San Diego Study 
In a follow-up survey of 323 householders in the 
San Diego project area who had installed shower 
flow restrictors, 279 (86 percent) reported they were 
still using them and felt the resulting flow was ac-
ceptable. 
The respondents in this follow-up survey, con-
ducted eight months after the project were also 
asked if they had difficulty maintaining shower water 
temperatures before and after installation of the res-
trictors, and if so: 
• Whether the temperature increased or de-
creased. 
• Their assessment of the seriousness of the 
change. 
.. The type and age of the house. 
Thirty-two of the respondents said had 
difficulty with water temperatures before install-
ing the restrictors. but only 27 reported such 
troubles after installation. 
Of the 27 reporting post-installation problems. 20 
said the unexpected changes were to colder water. 
one said the shower water became hotter, and six 
answered "don't know" or didn't respond. 
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Of the 27, one rated the nstallation 
"serious" and five termed it "somewhat serious." 
These six reported their shower 





Most of the householders reporting problems with 
shower temperature changes had single-family 
homes 11 or more years old. (In the DWR 40-home 
test most of the homes where thermal shock effects 
were found were more than 11 years old. However. 
the effect was found in homes as new as one year 
old.) 
Other Studies 
In a related area, the American Society of Testing 
Materials' Committee F-15 on Consumer Product 
Safety has been considering a set of standard con-
sumer safety specifications for devices to prevent 
scalds and thermal shock by preventing tempera-
tures of more than 49•c (120.F) and also limiting 
rapid temperature changes to plus or minus 2·c 
(5.F). 
Background materials developed for the Commit-
tee suggest that reducing water heater temperatures 
to a maximum of 49•c is "a useful and cost effective 
countermeasure" to dangers of hot water burns of all 
kinds. including thermal shock. 
In the DWR study of 40 homes, 21 had maximum 
water temperatures greater than eo·c (140.F). eight 
had temperatures of more than 55•c ( 150.F), and two 
were measured at 74•c (165.F) and 75•c (167"F) re-
spectively. 
As the use of shower flow restrictors increases, the 
thermal shock problem is beginning to gain some 
attention in the literature. However. most sources 
found by DWR have generally considered all classes 
of water burn hazards rather than dealing specifically 
with the thermal shock issue in relation to show head 
flow restriction. 
Again, in generaL recommendations are for moder-
ate settings of home water heaters, use of pressure-
balancing shower controls. antiscald devices. or care 
when using shower heads with restricted flows. 
the lack of indication of troublesome thermal 
when compared to the results of one answer may 
are familiar with the other water uses in the home are avoided 
There are some theoretical between the amount of shower restriction and 
the degree of thermal shock-that is, the the the the shock-but this 
was not a universal rule that be from the 40-home tests. 
As use of low flow shower heads and restrictors 
will be studied in greater detail. 
it is that this 
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SAN 
The San Diego pilot area, located along California's southern coast and primarily metropolitan in nature, 
contained about 370,000 households with a population of over 1 million. Although the area was experiencing 
some water shortages, there was no mandatory rationing. The program tested public acceptance of devices 
and three methods of device distribution. 
de-
vices were a area contain-
ing about 370,000 households with a population of 
more than one million. The test area is on California's 
southern coast; it had some water shortages but no 
mandatory rationing. The purpose of the program 
was to test public acceptance of the devices and 
three methods of device distribution. 
It was a State-managed program with major assist-
ance and advice from the County and City of San 
Diego and from the California Conservation Corps. 
Device distribution began July 25 and ended Sep-
tember 3. 1977. Devices were distributed in kits. each 
containing a toilet flush volume reducing device. two 
internal shower flow reducers. two dye tablets to 
check toilets for leaks. installation instructions. and a 
pamphlet encouraging water conservation and giv-
ing water saving tips for the home. An order form 
was also included so residents could ask for low-flow 
shower heads. external shower flow reducing de-
vices (restrictors that fit between shower head and 
outlet pipe). and additional toilet devices. 
30 
of toilet devices on page 
in order to monitor differences in 
and use. These were two basic 
of toilet dams. a plastic displacement bag, two 
displacement bottles, and a float adjuster. 
How Serious The Water Problem? 
Follow-up interviews in San Diego during the 
drought showed that 10 to 12 percent of the 
residents thought the water use problem was 
more important than other major concerns 
such as unemployment housing costs, and en-
ergy shortages. 
But as a whole most put water use third in 
importance-unemployment and housing costs 
were ranked one and two, and energy short-
ages were placed fourth. 
The kits were packaged in plastic bags suitable for 
doorknob hanging and color coded for identification 
of the types of devices. 
The kits were distnbuted through more than 30 
neighborhood depots in an area of 270,000 homes 
(depot area). placed on front doorknobs in another 
area of about 60,000 homes by a commercial del ivery 
service (mass area) and delivered through door-to-
door personal contacts in a third area of about 40.000 
homes (door-to-door area) . 
A professionally produced advertising campa ign 
was conducted using direct mail. newspaper. radio 
and television advert isements. Because one advert is-
ing campaign was conducted for all three methods 
of distribution. it stressed "The free water savmg ki t. 
If you've got it. use i t! If you haven't got it . . . get it." 
All news releases. news conferences. and other 
media activities were coord inated by the County of 
.San Diego. 
To answer questions about the program and to 
provide information about water conservation in 
general. a hotline telephone system was operated by 
the County of San Diego. During the six weeks of the 
program nearly 20.000 calls were answered. most of 
them about ways to obtain kits. 
About 180,000 kits were distributed during the pro-
gram. About 100.000 of these were picked up at the 
depots. 60,000 were allocated to the mass area. and 
20.000 were distributed door-to-door. 
In add ition. the County of San Diego arranged for 
distribution and installation of more than 1.800 toilet 
devices and 750 shower devices to the owners or 
managers of apartment and condominium com-
plexes conta ining more than 1.900 living units. 
After distribution of the devices. an independent 
market resea rch organization conducted a telephone 
survey of more than 5.500 persons in the pilot pro-
gram area . The primary purpose of the interviews 
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IT SAVES MONEY. 
IT SAVES ENERGY. 
IT SAVES WATER. 
A pilot water conservation program is 
now In progress In San Diego and 
selected areas of the county. If you 
live In one of these areas. you can 
help the water shortage from 
becoming a water crisis Just by 
us1ng a free water-saving kit. Each kit 
contains a simple device to restrict 
the ftow of shower water. And 
another little device that saves water 
with every toilet ftush. Plus dye tablets 
to show 1f your toilet Is leaking. 1f you 
already have a kit . use it. You'll save 
water. energy and money 1f you 
don·t have a kit. get one. Free. 
Check your lip code now. 
92008 
Holiday Pori<, Chestnut 
Ave and Pta Ptco Drive. 
Carlsbad 
9201. 
Del Mar City Hall. 
1050 Camino del Mar 
92020 
Fletcher Hills Town & 
Country Shopptng Center 
Fletcher Parkway and 
NavaJo Rood 
El C010n Shopping 
Center 391 N Magnolia 
Ave 
92021 
Kennedy Park Recreation 
Center 1675 E Madison 
Ave 
92037 
7877 Herschel Ave 
92069 
Son Marcos Rec reotton 
Center (The Born) 149 w 
Son Marcos Blvd 
92101 
City Administra tion 
Build ing, 202 • C " Street 
FREE KITS HERE 
92103 
2870 Rfth Avenue 
92105 
2850 Fitty·fourth Street 
92107 
4711 Voltaire Street 
92108 
Mlssron Volley Shoppong 
Center Mall 
92109 
4402 M rsston Boulevard 
92110 
1972 ChrcoQo Street 
92111 
2190 Comstock Street 
9211. 
484 BnorwoOd Road 
92115 
4206 Chomoune Ave 
4605 62nd Stre et 
92117 
Clairemont SQlJOre 3902 
Clairemont Meso Blvd 
Cla~remont Friendship 
Center 
Clairemont Vtltage 3061 
Clotremont Orlve 
92121 
Mira Meso Moll 
92123 
3880 Kearny Villa flood 
9212. 
4949 La Cuento Drive 
92126 
M oo Meso Mall 
92128 
Von's Marl<et ShapplnQ 
Center 11986 Bemordo 
Plaza Drive 
92127 92129 92131 
Von's Marl<et Shoppin g 
Cente r. 11986 Bemard o 
Plaza Drive 
13492 Rancho 
Pena squ1to s Blvd-
921S. 
MAAC Projec t . Imperial 
Beach Service Cen ter. 
1013 19th 
92113 
179 W. Son Vsodro Blvd 
Kits wtll be delivered to the following zip code areas as soon as possible. 
92104 92106 92113 92119 92045 
The free water saving kit. 
If you've got it, use it! 
If you haven't got it ... get it. 
WATER CONSERVATION HOTUNE NUMBER 236-4949 
Newspaper advertisements were used to deliver a comprehensive program message. Over a three-week 
period, ads listing the specific addresses and zip codes of neighborhood pick-up stations were placed with 
the San Diego Union/Tribune, the area's major newspaper, and 12 more localized papers. A typical newspaper 




DEAR SAN DIEGO RESIDENT: 
Water costs you money The energy It 
takes to get It to you costs even more. 
Now there's a way to save water and 
money_ And It's free. 
Soon you will be getting a free Water 
Conservation Kit-which can save up to 
10% of the water you use now. 
The Water Conservation Kit contains 
devices to reduce waterflow in showers 
and toilets. You can put it to work as 
soon as you get it. 
Non Pfoflt Orgct'llla tiOn 
u s Postage 
Paid 
Son OoegoCA. 
~t No •:?c. 
This kit is being made available by the 
California Department of Water 
Resources. the City and the County of 
San Diego with the assistance of the 
San Diego Ecology Centre. This effort will 
conserve our limited water resources 
and save you money. 
Watch for your free Water Conservation 
Kit . It'll soon be at your door When you 
get your kit. use it Saving water saves 
energy. too. 
II you have any questions, please call the local 
WATER CONSERVATION HOnJNE number 236--4949 
DEAR SAN DIEGO RESIDENT: 
Water costs you money The energy it tokes to 
get ot to you costs even more 
Now there's a woy to save water and money 
And ll'sfree 
Soon you will be getting o free water 
Conservation Kit - whoch con save up to 10'l. 
of the water you use now 
The Water Conseovotion Kot contains devices to 
reduc e wotertlow in showers and toilets You 
con put ot to work os soon as you pick up your 
kit at o neighborhood location 
This kit is being mode ovoiloble by the 
Co lifomoo Deportment of water Resources. the 
City and the County of Son Diego with the 
assistance of the Son Doege Ecology Centre. 
This effort will conseove our limited water 
resources and save you money 
watch your local newspapers for the time 
when you con get your free kit in your 
neighborhood at the locotoon shown below 
Pick up your kit use it Saving water saves 
energy. too · 
Pick up your kit at: 
Sincerely. 
71;-~~ d;u~r!.r',. ur..f Mo'lv JftOfl Foatr.enngti · E· e n ,t.ve OII&CIOf Son Oiego Fcology Centre - - _/ I ;,k 
! --....... _..-/i-- -"->'/.Y/-'r'/..--;;;.. .-_ 
Oooo• _,.oc<><• ;,p.._,,,,. Co"'" of San o..,.o M ,( ~ Loon w.u.oms · Counclman Coly ot San o.oqo 
l tonold 8 !?oboe - Orroctor Callfom 10 DoPQI'Im ont o l WO!ot P~tSOIICOI 
II you have any questions, please call the local 
WATER CONSERVATION HOnJNE number 236--4949 
To help create public awareness of the program, two versions of a 
jumbo post card (actual size BY. x 5Y,) were mailed prior to start of the 
kit distribution. One version was mailed to residents in the mass and 
door-tCHiorn areas Informing them that the kits would soon be delivered 
to their doors. The other, which was for residents in the depot area, gave 




In San Diego, zip code areas were used to keep track of 
publicity, kit distribution, and post-project evaluation. The 
boundaries of the program included all of the City of San 
Diego, plus Lemon Grove, El Cajon, San Marcos, Carlsbad, 
and Del Mar. 
Missed Households 
In the San Diego program the mass distribution method called for hanging kits on each 
residential doorknob in one area. In fact only 62 percent of householders in the mass area 
reported receiving kits in that way: another five percent said they went to kit distnbution depots 
to get devices. 
Analysis of the mass area by subareas showed that the percentage who actually got kits by 
the doorknob method ranged from a low of 49 to a high of 76. 
Follow-up studies showed that those most likely to be missed were low income. minority 
households in rented quarters in the older sections of the city. 
Among explanations developed by researchers were unrecognizable households (those be-
hind others on the same lot. for example). security buildings where delivery was difficult 
(apartments), confusion over delivery crew boundaries. and skipping where delivery crews felt 
threatened by the neighborhood. In some cases. householders reported getting as many as f ive 
kits. 
Improvements in the mass delivery performance would have increased the effectiveness of 











SAN DIEGO MET OPOLITAN A EA HOUSEHOLDS 




HOUSEHOLDS OBTAINING DEVICES ~ 
HOUSEHOLDS INSTALLING DEVICES 
TOILET SHOWER TOILET SHOWER TOILET SHOWER 
MASS DOOR-TO-DOOR DEPOT 
*BASED ON TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS IN DISTRIBUTION AREA 
Findings and Conclusions 
• The total annual water saving in the San Diego area is 3.7 cubic hectometres (3.000 
acre-feet). At a cost of $80,000 per cubic hectometre the value of water saved is about 
$300.000 per year. 
• Annual energy savings. mostly from reduced water heating, is equivalent to 57.300 barrels 
of oil with a total value of $860,000 at S15 per barrel. 
• The combined annual benefits are about $1.160.000. 
• The net annual benefits per household 1 for each distribution method are $2 .85 for the mass 
area. $2.80 for the depot and $2.08 for door-to-door. 
• The mass distribution method is the most cost effective way to distribute kits. w ith the 
depot method a close second. 2 





























• Households with these characteristics were most likely to receive and install kits: 
Head of household male. 
Head of household from 25 to 64 years old. 
Household contained three to five residents. 
Head of household white collar or skilled worker. 
Income between $10.00 and $30.000. 
Residents believed there was a water shortage. 
Age of residence between 4 and 10 years. 
• More than 80 percent of those install ing devices bel ieved the devices were saving water. 
• About 77 percent of those install ing toilet devices and about 88 percent of those insta ll ing 
shower devices reported the devices were working effectively. 
• More persons reported taking shorter rather than longer showers after device installation; 
most reported no difference. 
1 Based on standard methods of calculating cost effectiveness. Annual costs are subtracted from annual benef1ts and divided by the 
number of households 1n the distnbution area. 
2 As noted elsewhere. all costs associated w ith the delivery of kits in the mass distnbut1on area were included m the benefit-cost 
calculations. However. the value of donated labor and that paid by other programs used in the depot and door-to-door methods 
were not included. which made them appear more cost effective than thev would otherwise be. 
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• The relat ive effectiveness of the toilet devices is shown by this ranking: 
RANKING 
Type of Dev1ce Largest Water Saving Most Cost Effective 
Single Seal T 01let Dam .... ............. ... ...... ................... ......... ... ... 1 1 
Double Seal Toilet Dam .. ...... .. ...... .... ................. ....... .............. 2 2 
Plastic Bottles ................ ....... ..... .... ...... .... ...... .. ....................... .. . 3 3 
Float Adjuster ........... ............................ .. .......... ... ........ .............. 4 4 
Plastic Bags ......... ... .......... ................. ... .. .... .... ......... ................... 5 5 
• Installation rates of the five different toilet devices by those receiving kits were: 
Percent receivtng kit 
Type of Device who 1nstalled device 
Double Seal Toilet Dam .... ....... .. .. .... ............ .... ... ... ..... ..... .. ... .. 67 
Single Seal Toilet Dam ........ .. ...... .. ..................... .. .... ..... ... .. .. ... 65 
Plastic Bottles .... ........... ..... ...... ....... .... ....... ..... .... .. ...... ........ ... ... . 61 
Plastic Bag .. ..... .................... ................ .... ... ........... ... .... ..... ......... 57 
Float Adjuster ....... ....... .... .. .. .. ... .. ............. .. ........... ..... ............... . 45 
Of installers. 
percent planning 






• The independent market research study showed that when asked about the program. from 
85 to 89 percent of the householders in the test areas recalled hearing or seeing someth ing 
about the effort to distribute water saving kits. 
• The same study showed that from 34 to 40 percent of the householders in the test areas 
said they knew about the program without being asked specifically about it. 
• The impact of the promotional campaign was also reflected in a sharp influx of hotline calls 
after an informational postcard was mailed. and by the high init ial rate of kit distribution 
at the depots. 
• After the first two weeks of kit distribution the rate of kit pickup at depots levelled out and 
remained re latively constant until the distribution period ended. This shows the promotion-
al message was effective in establishing and maintaining the awaren~ss and sense of need 
for the program. Effective use of a promotion budget should entail heavy initial publ ic 
relations and publicity followed by a sustained lower level program. 
• The hotl ine telephone system is an essential element in the program. 
• Because of the requirements for test ing a variety of devices from different sources. kits 
were assembled from components in San Diego. Use of preassembled kits would have 
greatly reduced storage and delivery problems. 
• Programs using volunteers should be scheduled at some time other than summer to 
achieve greater participation. 
• Rel iability of the mass delivery service is very important in that type of distribution program. 
SANTA CRUZ COUNTY 
In the Santa Cruz pilot program free water saving devices were distributed throughout the county, a coastal 
area with a mix of urban and rural housing. The county- located south of the San Francisco Bay Area and 
touch ing the northern half of the Monterey Bay shoreline- had 158,600 residents living in 60,400 households. 
The northern portion of the county had greater water shortages in 1977 than did the southern portion. The City 
of Santa Cruz and the San Lorenzo Valley Water District wh ich conta ins 45 percent of the county's population, 
were under mandatory water ration ing. 
The program was locally managed in cooperation with DWR. A total of 66,784 toilet tank dev1ces and 57,518 
shower devices were distributed during the program. 
The distribution period was from April 12 to Sep-
tember 30. 1977. A variety of household water saving 
devices were offered free to the public. These were 
accordian type displacement units for toilet tanks, 
four kinds of toilet dams, an adjustable replacement 
flush valve, dye tablets for testing toilet leaks, two 
kinds of low-flow shower heads, and internal shower 
flow reducers. 
The devices were distributed both in kits and in-
d ividually. accord ing to household needs. The kits 
conta ined a toilet dam. two standard and two ball-
jo int internal shower f low reducers, dye tablets, and 
installation instructions. 
Kits were distributed through depots (87 percent ) 
and an installation delivery service ( 13 percent) . 
Along with a number of neighborhood depots, two 
main centers were established- one in Watsonville 
and the other in Santa Cruz. 
After the first six weeks of distribution the demand 
for devices fell off considerably. To counteract the 
drop. mobile distribution units were establ ished in 
high density foot t raffic areas for periods rang ing 
from several days to several weeks. When mobile 
unit distribution rates fell the units were relocated. In 
all. 45 distribution centers and mobile units were es-
tablished during the program. 
To achieve maximum participation the Santa Cruz 
County Conservation Project staff conducted a 
broad ly based promotion and education campa ign. 
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News stories. water stories. and photographs were 
generated for daily and weekly newspapers and ra-
dio and television stations. Public service announce-
ments prepared by DWR were broadcast by 
television and radio stations. Education efforts in-
cluded presentations to schools and publ ic service 
organizations. distribution of printed material (such 
as pamphlets. bumper stickers. posters. and coloring 
books). a school poster contest. and a county fair 
exh ibit . 
A telephone survey of 1,379 households was made 
in late August and early September of 1977 to assess 
the effectiveness of the program. 
Telephone information centers were located in 
both the north and south county main distr ibution 
centers and operated throughout the program. An 
estimated 10.000 ca lls were answered on these hot-
lines. About 35 percent of the calls were requests for 
information on location of device distribution cen-
ters and for installation service. The rest were gen-











Findings and Conclusions 
• The total annua l water saving as a result of th is program is 1.2 cubic hectometres (960 
acre-feet) . At a cost of $80.000 per cubic hectometre. the value of the saving is $96.000 per 
year. 
• Annual energy savings. mostly from reduced water heating is equ ivalent to 16.000 barrels 
of oi l worth $240.000 at $15 per barrel. 
• The combined annual benefits are about $336.000. 
• Forty-two percent of the householders in the test area installed toilet devices obtained 
through the program. Another eight percent used devices obtained elsewhere. 
• Twenty-eight percent of the householders in the test area installed one of the shower 
devices obtained through the program. Another five percent used devices obtained else-
where. 
• Eighty-seven percent of the toilet tank devices and 78 percent of the shower devices 
obtained from the county were installed. 
• Ninety-one percent of both the installed toilet devices and shower devices were still in use 
at the time of the survey. 
• About 79 percent of the toilet devices and 86 percent of the shower devices installed 
caused no problems. 
• Most of the problems reported with to ilet devices involved double-flushing. believed in 
most cases to be the result of poor adjustment. 
• Eighty-nine percent of those surveyed reported hearing about the program. Forty-three 
percent sa id they first learned of it through the newspapers. 15 percent when they saw a 
device distribution center. and 15 percent through radio or television . Ten percent heard 
about it from fr iends. one percent reported seeing the single billboard used in the program. 
and the rema inder were " other" . 
• More than 51 percent of the devices distributed through distribution stat ions were handed 
out during the first two months of the project. After the initial period. rates of distribution 
showed a downward trend except for an increased demand in the south county area during 
July and August. 
• Households with these characteristics were most likely to install kits: 
Head of household from 46 to 55 years old. 
Head of household professional. technical or clerical worker. 
Head of household a college graduate. 
Household located in northern part of county. 
• Mobile units were effective in boosting distribution in hitherto low response areas. 
• The telephone hotline service was vital to the program. 
• The distribution program was invaluable in promoting awareness and involvement in the 
commun ity's overall water conservation effort. 
• Program credibility was threatened at various stages by shortages of certain water saving 
devices. Such shortages should be avoided if at all possible in future programs. 
• Installation teams consisting of one male and one female were well received by household-
ers. (Th is bears out an earl ier experience by the North Tahoe Public Util ity District. where 
all-male teams did not obta in as good a response as a male-female combination .) 
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SANGER 
The City of Sanger is a small agricultural community in the central San Joaquin Valley in Fresno County about 
20 miles southeast of Fresno. It has a population of about 10.700 living in about 3.000 households. There was 
no water ration ing in 1977. and the community was not seriously affected by the drought. 
The pilot program in Sanger was a cooperative effort of DWR and the City of Sanger: the City distributed 
devices suppl ied by DWR. and DWR conducted follow-up work. 
Device distribution took place August 13. 20. and 
27. 1977. All residential customers with water meters 
were sent combination post cards and prepaid return 
mailers to indicate the number of toilet and shower 
devices they wanted and the kits were packaged 
accordingly. 
The kits contained combinations of two kinds of 
toilet dams. plastic bottles. eak-detecting dye tab-
lets. and chrome-plated low-flow shower heads. In-
ternal shower flow reducers (for households w ith 
ball-joint shower arms) were also available. but were 
not included in kits. 
The devices and kits were delivered on August 13 
and 20 by members of a volunteer youth group- the 
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Sanger police cadets-who were driven to resi-
dences by city employees. If no one was at home 
when the cadets called. they left a door knob hanger 
informing residents that kits were available at City 
Hall. 
On the third and final delivery date. so few kits 
remained that two city employees made all the deliv-
eries. 
Local publicity for the Sanger project was mostly 
newspaper articles and editorials in the city's weekly 
newspaper. the Sanger Herald and in the daily 
Fresno Bee. There was also television coverage by 
three Fresno stations and a Spanish language station 
in Hanford. 
A brief opening ceremony for the program was 
held at Sanger City Hall on the morning of August 13. 
before the deliveries began. State. county. and city 
officials took part in the ceremony. 
Most of the community awareness of the program. 
however. came from the combination post card and 
prepaid return mai ler sent to all households in the 
City. Printed in both English and Spanish. it asked 
each resident to indicate the number of toilets and 
showers in the household for which devices were 
desired. 
Of the 2.875 mailers sent. 835 were returned. a re-
sponse of 29 percent. A total of 782 kits were deliv-
ered to homes or distributed at City Hall. The rest of 
those asking for them were not home at the t ime of 
delivery and did not pick them up. 
After the distribution program ended. the Depart-
ment conducted a follow-up survey involving 411 
households. 
KEY MAP 
Sanger police cadet delivers kit to householder who used 
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Findings and Conclusions 
• Annua l water savings as a result of the program is 38 200 cubic metres (31 acre-feet) . At 
a value of 3.9 cents per cubic metre. this saving is worth $1 ,500 per year. 
• Annual energy savings. mostly from reduced water heating. is equ ivalent to 544 barrels of 
oil worth $8.200 at S15 per barrel. 
• Total annual saving as a result of the project is $9,700. 
• Thirty percent of the householders received water saving devices. and 24 percent of all 
householders in the test area installed them in their to ilets. Of those. 24 percent made 
additional toilet adjustments or changed use habits. such as lowering the float ball level 
or flushing less often. Of those who did not install devices. 37 percent reported making 
some water saving adjustment to their toilets. 
• No significant difference was found between installation rates of the three types of toilet 
devices. 
• Low-flow shower heads were installed by 14 percent of all the householders. Of those. 42 
percent reported making add it ional changes such as showering less frequently or taking 
shorter showers. Of those who did not install low flow shower heads. 40 percent made 
other use changes. 
• Seventy percent of Sanger householders reported conserving water through other means. 
such as watering outside less often or recycling water. 
• The August delivery dates confl icted with the local harvest season. and program managers 
concluded that this factor was responsible for many of the missed deliveries. Similar future 
programs should avoid seasons when agriculture- or other local industries- has a high 
labor requirement. 
EL DORADO IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
The El Dorado Irrigation District (EID) serves about 13.300 households wi th a populat ion of about 40.400. 
Most of its service area is in El Dorado County. but it also includes Rancho Murieta in Sacramento County. 
This semi-rural area varies from the valley floor to grassy footh1lls to forested upland. 
The pilot program was conducted by EID from February through August 1977; in th1s test area the water 
saving devices were sold at cost. DWR's role in th is test was limited largely to surveys and ana lysis of results. 
EID. facing the worst water supply situat ion in El 
Dorado County in 103 years. began a drive in 1977 to 
reduce water use by 50 percent. Among other meas-
ures. EID prohibited nonessential water use. institut-
ed an increasing block rate structure (charg ing more 
for each successive unit of water use) . and raised the 
cost of agricultural water. 
The pilot program tested pubhc acceptance of the 
sale of water saving devices in a rural-agncultural 
area that was experiencing a critical water shortage 
and was undergoing severe ration ing. 
The devices were selected and purchased by EID. 
which sold 5,689 kits at cost. which was $1 .50 each. 
Of these. 217 were for use outside the EID service 
area. Each kit contained a Watergate toilet dam. two 
shower flow reducers. and installation instructions. 
Kits were sold by the depot method at 11 public fac ili-
ties. including f ire stations. About half were sold dur-
ing the first month of the program. 
Program promotion included television interviews 
featuring EID staff members. and spot TV announce-
ments demonstrating water saving devices. A local 
newspaper and others covering the area carried fea-
ture art icles on the program. EID prepared news re-
leases. bill mserts. and other written material to 
publicize water conservation. and gave hints on wa-
ter saving pract1ces. Program personnel also gave 
talks at schools and clubs to explain the project. 
In September 1977 DWR. assisted by EID. con-
ducted a follow-up survey consist ing of telephone 
interviews w ith 539 householders. 
Figure 17. 
Rancho Murrieta, Sacramento County and Strawberry, 
El Dorodo County Are Also Served. KEY MAP 
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Findings and Conclusions 
• Annual water savings as a result of the program is 175 000 cubic metres ( 142 acre-feet) . 
At a value of 20 cents per cubic metre, th is saving is worth $35,000 per year. 
• Annual energy savings, mostly from reduced water heating, is equivalent to 2,000 barrels 
of oil worth $29,000 at S15 per barrel. 
• Total annual savings equal about $64,000. 
• Toilet dams were installed in about 23.7 percent of the households in the pilot area and 
shower flow reducers were installed in about 13.5 percent of the homes. 
• The survey revealed no sign ificant correlation between types of dwellings and the occupa-
tions or incomes of the residents and the likel ihood of device installation . 
• Of those who installed devices. about 90 percent of the toilet dam installers and abou·t 78 
percent of the shower insert insta llers believed they were saving water. 
• Of those who installed devices. 75 percent reported that the toilet dams were working 
satisfactorily, and 79 percent were satisfied with the shower inserts. 
• At the time of the survey 88.3 percent of the EID residents knew about the pilot program. 
• Most of the device installers said they would leave them in place--89.7 percent for toilet 
dams, 83.6 percent for shower inserts. 
• Nearly 80 percent of all EID householders tried to save water in areas other than toilet and 
shower use. 
EL SEGUNDO 
El Segundo, a well defined community of 16,000, is In the Los Angeles metropolitan area. With the Pacific 
Ocean to the west, Los Angeles International Airport to the north, an industrial complex to the south, and 
a major highway to the east. El Segundo provided an Ideal setting for an urban pilot program. 
The City of El Segundo is an urban area on the Southern California coast in the Los Angeles metropolitan 
area. About 16.000 persons live in 6.000 households in the city. 
The pilot program was managed by the city in cooperation with the Department. The purpose was to test 
the willingness of the public to buy water conservation devices at wholesale prices in an area not seriously 
affected by the drought. 
In 1977 the Metropolitan Water District of South-
ern California levied a surcharge against the city on 
water used in excess of 90 percent of 1976 consump-
tion levels. In turn. the city on June 7. 1977. called for 
a 10 percent reduction in residential water consump-
tion. and imposed penalties for nonessential uses. It 
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also imposed surcharges on water consumed in ex-
cess of 90 percent of 1976 uses. 
Devices were sold from August 1 through October 
29. 1977. Five different kinds of kits. as well as individ-
ual devices. were sold through a "roving" depot. Kit 
costs ranged from S2.01 for one conta ining double-
edged sta inless steel toilet dams. four internal 
shower flow reducers. and a package of dye tablets 
to 31 cents for one containing plastic bottles instead 
of the dams. Other kits contained different types of 
flush reducers-plastic single-edged dams. a dis-
placement bag. displacement bottles. or a bracket to 
lower the toilet float ball. These devices were also 
sold individually as were a toilet valve replacement 
device, two types of external shower flow reducers, 
three types of low-flow shower heads. and three 





A pickup truck was used to carry devices. a dem-
onstration toilet. and a display board to the tempo-
rary depot areas. The sales depot operated at City 
Hall in the mornings and moved to shopping areas. 
the library. banks. and large industrial concerns in the 
afternoons. 
Program publicity consisted of a radio broadcast 
by the Director of the El Segundo Public Works De-
partment. press releases. posters. and a newsletter 
sent to all households. 
A total of 2.054 kits and devices were sold; 1.096 of 
these were to El Segundo res idents and the rema in-
der to nonresidents. About 80 percent of the sales 
were of individual devices rather than kits. 
The Department conducted a telephone survey of 














Findings and Conclusions 
• Annual water savings as a result of this program is 15 500 cubic metres ( 12.5 acre-feet) . 
The value of th is saving is about $1 ,250 at a water cost of 8.1 cents per cubic metre. 
• Annual energy savings. mostly from reduced water heating. was equivalent to 175 barrels 
of oil worth $2,600 at $15 per barrel. 
• Annual savings from the program totalled about $3,850. 
• Installation rates based on total households in the pilot area were 5.6 percent for the toilet 
devices and 2.5 percent for the shower devices-by far the lowest of the pilot areas. 
• About 61 percent of those who did not purchase devices said they were saving water in 
their toilets by using improvised displacement devices (37 percent) . less frequent flushing 
(26.8 percent) and adjustment such as bending the float arm ( 14 percent) . 
• About 70 percent of those who did not purchase devices sa id they were conserving in the 
shower through shorter showers (66 percent) and installation of other devices (12 per-
cent) . 
• Where a more expensive device (such as a toi let dam) saved more water then a cheaper 
item (such as a plastic bottle) purchasers tended to buy the more expensive device. 
• Most buyers tended to purchase the cheapest shower flow restricting device; all the 
devices offered produced comparable savings. 
• About 65 percent of all householders in the area were aware of the pilot program. 
• The following were more likely to buy dev1ces: 
Homeowners rather than renters. 
Householders paying their own water bills. 
Heads of household more than 40 years old. 
Residents living in the same home for more than four years. 
Heads of households with some college education. 
• About 95 percent of the installers thought their devices were saving water. 
• Eighty-eight percent of the toilet device installers and 97 percent of the shower device 
installers plan to leave the devices installed. 
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Oak Park, a section of Agoura in Ventura County, is a suburban area 
that had no critical water shortage at the time of the study. This photo 
shows some of the 753 homes that were contacted. Of these, 667 occu-
pants agreed to device installation, an almost 90 percent installation 
rate. 
Oak Park is a Southern California residential community in Ventura County just west of the Los Angeles 
County boundary. The community is composed of relatively new homes. At the t ime of the pilot project there 
were 753 homes and a population of about 2.500. 
The pilot project was a cooperative effort involving the Department. the Las Virgines Municipal Water 
District ( LVMWD) and the Metropolitan Water Company ( MWC) . 
It was designed to test acceptance of devices in a 
suburban area with no critical water shortages and 
no rat ioning. and in which free devices were installed 
for the homeowners. 
LVMWD selected and purchased the devices, and 
was later reimbursed by DWR. The district also pro-
vided data on waste water flows from the community 
before and after the project. 
MWC purchased water conservation curr iculum 
materials (Capta in Hydro and Waterplay; see illustra-
tions) for each child attending Brookside Elementary 
School. It also provided data on water consumption 
in the project area before and after device installa-
t ion. 
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DWR conducted the follow-up study. 
Device installers (provided by all participating 
agencies) visited every home in the community 
between May 14 and June 9. 1977. asking household-
ers to let them install toilet and shower water saving 
devices. Canvassing and installation was completed 
in 15 working days. 
Devices were installed in 667 of the 753 homes for 
an 88.6 percent acceptance rate. In al l. devices were 
installed in 1.555 toilets and 1,266 showers. Fewer 
showers than toilets were involved. mostly because 
some homes had pulsating " massage" or other units 
that homeowners did not want replaced or modif ied. 
Newer shower assemblies were fitted with a plastic 
flow control insert. and older ones w ith a brass disc 
w ith a restricting hole. 
Civic and educational groups and the news media 
coop13rated very well in the publicity campa ign. 
Project workers made appearances before civic 
groups and at the elementary schools. Local and Los 
Angeles newspapers carried stories about the pro-
gram. two Los Angeles television stations covered 
the installation. and local rad io stat ions reported the 
program during the first week of installation. The 
three agenc ies sent representatives to the Brooke-
side Elementary School Science Fa ir to answer ques-
tions. and DWR also displayed the devices and 
distributed water conservation informational materi-
a Is at the fair. 
LCMWD operated a telephone hotline for resi-
dents who were absent when installers first visited 
their homes and made appointments for subsequent 
visits. (Project personnel concluded that one line 
should be established for appointments and another 
to answer trouble shooting and water conservation 
calls.) 
In August a follow-up questionnaire was sent to 
homeowners who had accepted device installation; 
it was included with a bill ma iled by the Metropolitan 
Water Company. A total of 667 questionnaires were 




Findings and Conclusions 
c 0 . 
• Annual water savings as a result of th is program is about 55 500 cubic metres (45 acre-feet). 
At a cost of about 8.2 cents per cubic metre. the value of the water saved is $4,500. 
• Annual energy savings. mostly from reduced water heating. is equivalent to 825 barrels of 
oil worth S12.375 at S15 per barrel. 
• Combined annual benefits are about $17.000. 
• Only 75.9 percent of the showers were fitted w ith low-flow devices compared to 88.6 
percent of the toilets. 
• After two months. 93 percent of the toilet installations remained and 96.5 percent of the 
shower flow reducers were still in place. This represents 82.5 percent of the total toilets 
in the community and 73.3 percent of the showers. 
• Most of the toilet device removals were due to the need for double flushing. 
• Water deliveries to the commun ity decreased as much as 48 percent and waste flows as 
much as 31 percent compared to the same month of the previous year. Part of the reduction 
was probably due to the education program and general drought consciousness. 
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CAPTAIN HYDRO. student water conservation workbook for 4-6 graders. Developed by East Bay Munici· 
pal Ut ility District. Oakland, CA, the workbook is one segment of curricular materials offered through a 
cooperative Department of Water Resources-Department of Education program involving local school and 
w ater districts. 
WATER CONSERVATION PROGRAMS BY OTHER AG ENCIES 
In addition to the pilot programs discussed in th is report. many other Californ ia water agencies have 
undertaken water conservation programs. Because of their importance. some of them are summarized here. 
Marin Municipal Water District 
Marin Municipal Water District (MMWD) serves 
80 percent of Marin County, just north of San Fran-
cisco. and has been largely dependent on limited 
in-District sources for its water supplies. Even before 
the drought. voluntary water conservation was a vital 
part of MMWD water supply management. 
MMWD began a program to install water saving 
devices in toilets and showers in the summer of 1975. 
Teams of distributors went door-to-door in part of 
the District's service area talking to residents and 
giving away kits. The kits were composed of toilet 
bottles (not weighted). low-flow shower heads and 
shower flow reducers. informational brochures. and 
order forms for addit ional water saving devices. 
Within the beginn ing of the drought and imposi-
tion of a rationing ordinance. MMWD in February of 
1976 expanded its efforts to include all customers. It 
offered free devices with mail order forms inserted 
w ith bills and through neighborhood depots at loca-
tions such as fire stations. government buildings. and 
nurseries. 
As water shortages worsened in 1977 more severe 
rationing was imposed. kits and other devices were 
made available at the water district headquarters. 
Demand for the devices was heavy from January 
through March of 1977. Water saving kits have re-
mained free to district customers. and installation 
services has been provided for the elderly and hand-
icapped unable to install them themselves. 
District records indicate that as of the end of 
March 1977 there were about 120.000 tank toilets and 
160.000 showers in its service area. About 110.000 
bottle kits and 110,000 shower devices had been dis-
tributed. enough for 90 percent of the toilets and 70 
percent of the showers. Of the shower devices dis-
tributed. about 60 percent were low flow shower 
heads and the rest were shower flow reducers. 
A DWR survey on the effects of the drought in 
Marin County indicates that about 17 percent of 
householders install ing devices were not satisfied 
with the performance of at least one of the devices. 
Of those who installed and were dissatisfied. a little 
more than half removed the unsatisfactory devices. 
If normal water using habits had prevailed- that is. 
if Marin County had been in a normal water year-
and the distributed devices were all installed. the 
District would have saved about 3.33 cubic hectome-
ters (2. 700 acre-feet) of water per year. or 8.4 percent 
of normal average water use. 
North Tahoe Public Utility District 
The North Tahoe Public Utility District (NTPUD) 
serves an area on the north shore of Lake Tahoe. It 
suppl ies water to 2.300 customers and collects and 
treats waste water from 4.200 customers. 
The District's water conservat ion program is 
aimed at reducing the amount of water tlowing to its 
treatment facilities. Because of the large transient 
recreation population and the difficulty of educating 
such a group. one program objective was to achieve 
conservation with devices that save water without 
conscious effort on the part of users. 
In June, 1976. the District enacted an ordinance 
establ ish ing water conservation requ irements. It ap-
plies to all new and existing structures and requires 
that they be equipped w ith water saving shower 
heads. water saving aerators on kitchen sinks and 
lavatories. and water saving toi lets or toi let devices 
no later than January 1. 1978. The District offers to 
supply and install devices free. 
The first target was installation of to ilet and 
shower devices in all motels. condomin iums. and 
commercial structures by July 1. 1976. Faucet aera-
tors were scheduled for installation in the second 
and third years of the program so that installers cou ld 
check on the operation of the toilet and shower de-
vices. 
Installation in motels and condominiums was 
quickly completed. and householders were reached 
through bill inserts. radio announcements and press 
releases. and door-to-door canvassing. A major 
theme of the campaign was savings due to reduced 
water heating costs. 
By August of 1978 devices had been installed in 
showers and toilets in all motels and businesses in 
the District. and 85 percent of the householders had 
been contacted. 
The District reported that few complaints were 
received about the program. About 10 percent of the 
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dwellings required return calls to adjust or replace a 
device with a different type; in less than 1 percent of 
the cases were insta llation teams refused admit-
tance. 
The program cost was estimated at $14.18 per 
dwelling. 
Water use in 13 motels was monitored to deter-
mine the savings resulting from the program. An av-
erage reduction of 26 percent was realized from 1975 
to 1976; from 1976 to 1977 use decreased another 18 
percent. Sewage flows in the District went down by 
28 percent from 1975 to 1976. then increased by 8 
percent from 1976 to 1977. 
Los Angeles Department of Water & Power 
The Los Angeles Department of Water & Power 
(LADWP) conducted a water conservation program 
that was very similar to DWR's AB 380 pilot program. 
Between July 11. 1977. and January 20. 1978. 
LADWP assembled and dispensed 644.000 water 
conservation kits within its service area. 
The kits. available w ithout charge to customers at 
20 neighborhood depots. contained shower flow re-
ducers. toilet leak detection dye tablets. and water 
saving devices for toilet tanks. 
The program was promoted through news re-
leases. paid newspaper announcements. and ad-
vance notification mailed with water bills. Each 
depot displayed signs to explain the program. A tele-
phone hotline was established to answer inquiries. 
Personnel from LADWP's Water Engineering De-
sign Division and workers from the federally-funded 
Special Program for Economically Disadvantaged 
Youth (SPEDY) assembled the kits. 
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Cost for the kits using plastic bag to ilet displace-
ment devices was 16 cents for material and 14 cents 
for labor; the bottle kit costs were 31 cents each for 
labor and materials. 
These costs include labor for packing and delivery 
to the depots. but not for distribution at depots. La-
bor for the plastic bottle kits was more expensive 
because a sma ll bag of pea gravel was made up to 
go with each kit for later addition to the bottles by 
the user to keep them from floating. Most of the 
kits-455.000--were of the less expensive displace-
ment bag variety. 
Owners or managers of large apartment bu ildings 
asking for 100 kits or more were allowed to pick them 
up at the building where they were assembled. Field 
offices of some Los Angeles city councilmen also 
asked for large numbers of kits for distribution from 
those offices; in some cases the offices asked for 
unassembled components for assembly by others. 
Here is a tabulation by months of kits distributed: 
1977 
July ....... .. ... ......... .... ... .. ...... ...... .. .. ... . .. 
August ... ................. ...... ... ............... . . 
September .. .... .......... ....... .. .. ..... ....... . 
October ...... ............ .... .. ....... ..... .. ..... . 
November ... ..... ... .. ........ .. .. ........ .... .. . 








January (through 20th) ........ .. .. .. .. 5.000 
Unassembled components 
(through entire period) ...... ...... 42.000 
644.450 
LADWP has 520.000 domestic water services; 
there are about 30.000 apartment buildings in the city 
and about 1.2 million households in total. Because of 
multibath homes and because there was no limit on 
the number of kits available to each customer. it was 
impossible to determi(le the percentage of house 
holders installing devices. 
INTERAGENCY COOPERATION 
During the 1976-77 drought most State agencies joined with the Department to promote water conservation. 
This chapter summarizes major interagency effects that related to the AB 380 pilot projects. 
California Conservation Corps 
The California Conservation Corps (CCC) made 
29 Corpsmembers avai lable to help w ith the San 
Diego portion of the pilot studies. These Corpsmem-
bers distributed thousands of water conservation kits 
and-although originally were planned to be used 
only in distribution-worked in other areas of the 
program as well. They helped locate and set up distri-
but ion depots. coordinated activities of Boy Scouts 
involved in home delivery of kits. scheduled depot 
staff members. and answered many of the publ ic's 
questions on water conservation . 
California Energy Commission 
The Californ ia Energy Commission contr ibuted 
$50.000 toward the costs of the pilot stud ies con-
ducted under AB 380 because of the connection 
between savmg water and saving energy. 
In late 1977 the Commission adopted efficiency 
standards for new shower heads and lavatory and 
sink faucets sold in Californ ia. If the shower heads 
and faucets are manufactured before December 22. 
1978. they may be sold until December 22. 1979. If 
manufactured after December 22. 1978. they must 
meet the standards. All new construct ion after Janu-
ary 1. 1979 must have shower heads and faucets 
meeting the new standards. 
The standards require a maximum flow of 10.3 
litres (2.75 gallons) per minute from faucets at pres-
sures from 138 kilopascals (20 pounds per square 
inch) to 552 kilopascals (80 pounds per square inch) 
Showerheads are allowed a maxtmum flow of 10.3 
litres per minute up to 310 kilopascals (45 pounds per 
square inch) and 11.4 litres (3 gallons) per minute 
from 310 to 552 kilopascals. 
LOW-FLOW SHOWER HEADS will be required in all new construction 
after January 1, 1979, under efficiency standards adopted by the Califor-
nia Energy Commission. The Commission standards also require use of 
water conserving lavatory and sink faucets. 
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An "appropriate technology" van, sponsored by the State 
Office of Appropriate Technology, travels statewide promot-
ing water and energy conservation. 
The van includes a low-water-use toilet and sink and a 
drought-tolerant plant display prepared by the Department 
of Water Resources. The van toured San Diego during the 
pilot water conservation program there. 
Department of Housing and Community 
Development 
Health and Safety Code Section 17921.3, Chapter 
91. prohibited use of tank-type toilets using more 
than 13.25 litres (3.5 gallons) per flush in hotels. mo-
tels. apartment houses and dwell ings built after Janu-
ary 1, 1978. 
The Department of Housing and Community De-
velopment (HCD) is charged with approval of toilets 
that meet the new standards and with implementing 
the law. DWR is cooperating with HCD to ensure 
compliance with the legislation. 
Assembly Concurrent Resolution 165 
Activities 
In July 1976 the Legislature adopted Assembly 
Concurrent Resolution 165 (ACR 165) asking all 
State agencies to use water conservation practices 
and directing the Department to "confer and advise" 
with the agencies. 
ACR 165 activities were numerous. and in summary 
resulted in: 
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• Direct saving of about 37 cubic hectometres 
(30.000 acre-feet) of water in State facilities dur-
ing 1977. 
• Education of 185,000 State employees and high-
er education staff and faculty about water sav-
ing methods. 
• Conservation information given to about 5 mil-
lion Cal iforn ians. 
• Fitting of 1.800 State-owned renta l housing units 
with water saving devices. 
• Amendment of the Californ ia Administrative 
Code to expedite water rights hearings. 
• Modification of Clean Water Grant regulations 
and guidelines to require analysis during sewage 
treatment plan design of the possibilities of re-
ducing waste water flows through water conser-
vation. 
• Modification of State Lands Commission leases 
to requ ire water conservation practices by les-
sees. 
• Preparation of a special issue of the Department 
of Conservation's magazine California Geology. 
scheduled for publication in the fall of 1978. 
Several of the plant displays (left) are in constant use at 
garden shows, conventions, and local conservation meet-
ings. Information on drought-tolerant gardens anCI water-
conserving landscape maintenance is provided. 
Photograph by Tom Tracy 
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Office of Appropriate Technology 
The Department. in cooperation with the Office of 
Appropriate Technology (OAT) sponsored a land-
scape water conservation project in Sacramento to 
demonstrate ways to save water in typical home 
landscaping and vegetable gardening. DWR also de-
veloped an educational display showing water con-
serving plants and landscapes for OAT's travell ing 
"appropriate technology" van. 
Other Agencies 
DWR also worked w ith the Departments of Parks 
and Recreation and General Services and the Office 
of the State Architect in acquiring land and imple-
menting the Sacramento demonstration garden 
project mentioned above. 
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The Department is also working w ith the State Wa-
ter Resources Control Board and the Department of 
Health to develop a state-of-the-art report on gray 
water systems and to promote future research and 
pilot projects concernmg on-site water recycl ing. 
Department of Education 
DWR and the Department of Education worked in 
close cooperation in 1977 and 1978 to create and put 
into operation a statewide water conservation edu-
cation program in the elementary schools. This pro-
gram. which also involves cooperation of local water 
agencies and schools. provides low-cost curriculum 
materials and a teacher train ing program operated 
through county schools offices. 
Blue Associates 
2 one-quart bottles X X 
Stewart-Walker Inc. 
Toilet Dams 
Double edge toilet dam X 
Watergate 
JKW 5000 LTD 
Double edge toilet dam X 
Little John 
Metropolitan Water Saving Co., Inc. 
Double edge toilet dam X X X X 
Mini Flusher 
Key Marketing Corp. 
Single edge toilet dam X 
Moby Dike 
C.E.E. Co. Products 
Single edge toilet dam X X 
Water Guard Mark II 
Eden Enterprises 
Single edge toilet dam 
Long Life Water Savers 
G&E Products, Inc. 




Valve replacement X X X 
Dial-A-Flush 
Carlton Industries 
Flush valve control X X 
(change of habit) 
National Water Saver Co. 
Float adjuster X X 
Big Dipper 
Cecil G. Cox Enterprises 
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Plastic and chrome brass X 
American Standard 
External Flow Reducers 
Chrome plated plastic X X 
Keenan Pipe & Supply Co. 
Chrome plated brass X X 
Omni Products, Inc. 
Internal Flow Reducers 
1 plastic & 1 stainless steel X 
JKW 5000 LTD 
Stainless steel X X X 
Crest/Good Mfg. Co. Inc. 
Celcon plastic X 
Water Save Inc. 
1 plastic and 1 epoxy glass X 
Eden Enterprises 
Plastic X 
G&E Products, Inc. 




Eden Enterprises X 
G&E Products, Inc. X X X X 
Faucet Flow Controls 
Male/female X 
Omni Products, Inc. 
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